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I ~TRODUCTI ON 

This training manual is one ot a series prepared by a UNIDO expert while 
sen·ing as Chief Technical Ad\·iser on a UNDP financed and UNIDO executed 
project in the Republic of Yemen. to strengthen the Technical and Managerial 
Capacities of the Carpentry Cooperatives in Mukalla and Seiyun (project No. 
SM/PDY/87/005). 

The entire scope of the tra1n1ng em·isaged to be given. with the 
intended audience for each topic is given in Annex I. 

The syllabus. namely the topics. the duration of lectures ( theor~·) and 
practical work and the le\·el of competence attained after completion of the 
course on this topic is given in Annex II. 

PANEL SIZING 

Pa~el s1z1ng is the first processing operation in lhe manufacture of 
case furniture. Though simvle. this ope rat ion is \·ery important for the 
optimal utilization of raw materials and to ensure a rational production. 

This short course is aimed at training people to prepare production 
documents and machine operators. in the correct performance of panel sizing 
operations. 

l. List of dimensions. panel sawin& scheme and utilization ot boards. 

The list of dimensions "panel sizing list" is a production document 
which contains sizes and quantities of parts to be produced usinf, a panel 
sizin~ saw (see Fig. l). It contains r:he following information: 

Consecutive number of the list. 
Date of issue. 
Production order number. 
~ame of product. 
Name of part. 
Material (including dimensions). 
Dimensions of parts. 
~umber of pieces required for each part. 
Evidence of pieces produced. 

The: sizing list must be sif,ned b\· the: pet·sons who issued and appt·ovt:·d 
it. It has also to be signed b~- the· operators and verified bv a supervisor 
after the work has been completed. One panel sizing list is prepared tor cac~ 
production order. 

Basc·d on tht· panel stztng list. a pane·! sizing diagram must be· drawn out 
showinf, how tlK panels should be sawn in ordc·r to achic·ve maximum ut il L.:at ion. 
Ttu·sc schc·mc·s should bc drawn in scale· 1:10. on the;\-/• si7.< papc·r (sc·< 
Fig.2). In order to get bnter utilization ot boards. all the parts ot a 
product should be taken into considc·rc.tion . .as wc·ll as som< parts of othc·r 
products if thq· could be· producc·d using what othf·rwis< would bt· considcrtd 
nttcuts. Th<:: saw kc·rts must be· takc·n into account. reckoning appro:~imat<·h· 
">mm for kc·rf. :\lso. the din·ction ot th< F,rai11 of tht: surf.1('( \'(ll(trs in 
blockbo:irt! and plvwoocl must bt· tak·n into consideration. The· 11tili::atio11 
factor ot th< boards is a pc·rc<·ntagc· obtaim·d on di\"idinf, th< tot.d surtau 
cut ot th<· parts obtaint·d bv th<· total surlac<· area of the· raw (uncut l pilnds. 
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Fig. 2: Panel Sizing diagram. 
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2. Panel sizing saws. 

The selection of a panel sizing saw depends on the capacity required. 
For a production rate of 5 to 10 m' of panels per day. it is sufficient to 
have a circular saw with a sizing carriage supporting the panels while sawing. 
Two workers should operate the machine. an operator and an assistant. If 
necessary. this machine can also be used also for other operations. 

For a production rate of 8-15 m' per day, a vertical single blade panel 
sizing machine is frequently used. This machine has a structure to support 
the pack of panels positioned edgewise. The single blade is guided along an 
arm for both lengthwise and crosswise sawing. Two workers, an operatvr and 
an assistant. are needed to operate this machine. 

A higher production requires high capacity panel sizing machines with 
one or more sawing units. 

The basic technical data for the selection of pan=l sizing machines are: 

maximum width of workpiece, 
number of circular sawblades. 
maximum and minimum distance between two sawblades, 
diameter of circular sawblades, 
diameter of axle holding the circular sawblades. 
maximum depth of cut, 
cutting speed. 
feed rate. 
power requirements, 
overall dimensions, 
weight. 

Also. the manufacturer's name. the type and the year of production are 
important data for the identification of this equipment. 

Since the capacities of all production units within the two cooperatives 
(Mukalla and Seiyun) are below '."> m1 of panels per day. it is advisable to use 
a circular saw with both scoring and sawing blades and with a sizing carriage 
supporti~g the panels. The same machine can be used for sizing laminates and 
laminated boards, and for other precise sawing and edge trimming operadons. 

The base of thP. machine is usually cast in one piece. Besides having 
a robust fixed table. the machine is also ~quipped with a sliding table and 
an outer supporting table with an arm for hanJling panels up to 2500x3200 mm. 
The main circular saw is driven by a powerful (4 kW or more) three speed 
motor, and the scoring saw is driven independently by a separate high speed 
motor. The rip fence has a micro adjustment and the graduated telescopic 
crosscut fence has turnovP.r stop$. 

The machine car. be equipped with a calibrated mitre fence. The riving 
knife and the top guard are integral parts of the machine. A single saw panel 
sizing machine is shown in Fi.g. 3. 
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Fig. 3: Single saw panel sizing machine. 

3. Characteristics of sawblades for panel sizin& machines. 

The circular sawblades for panel sizing machines are chosen taking into 
account the material being sawn and the method of feeding the material. 
Woodbased panels contain synthetic adhesives which cause a rapid wear of the 
tools. Therefore, it is highly recommendable to use circular sawblades with 
carbide tipped teeth (CTI). If CTT circular saws are not available. then 
circular sawblades made of high speed steel (HSS) must be used. 

The diameter and bore of the circular saw is determined by the machine's 
characteristics. The diameter of a circular sawblade must be related to the 
depth of cut. The thickness of the blade, the set of teeth and the kerf 
depends on the diameter of blade. the depth of cut and the feed rate. 

For panel sizing and carbide tipped teeth, the "KV" form should be used. 
In the case of manual f~eding, and when High Speed Steel blades are used, the 
"NV" form is also acceptable. The best guidance for the selection of proper 
tools are the tool producer's catalogues. As a guide, the parameters of 
circular sawblades used for sizing plywood, blockboard and particle board are 
given in the tab!: hereunder. 

DIMENSIONS FOR RESPECTIVE 
FORM Of TEE7H 

PARAME!EI\ SYMBO:. 
.... v-· "NV" 

D1am•ter o! sawblade D 300-700 200-500 

Tooth p1t'h t 0.06 D 0,0/ D 

Th1,kn•s• o! blade s 0.01 D 0,01 D 

Tuoth hur,ht h O,'.> t + 2 0.5 t + 1 

);.r! B 1.6 s 1. 5 x 

Oum11ter !c: t111hteni.1111 J.l:•t•• 5jl> Sjl> 

:le•r•nce anl(~e Qo l'.>-20 I 2:>-35 

W•dK• enKle 80 60-6:> 40-50 



CIHENSIONS FaR RESPEC7!VE 
FORM OF 7EETH 

Pt.!Wk""7Ell SYMBOL 
""!,."\'"" ··ir•·· 

Hoeft •ngle 0 10 15 -y 

Bevel angle 60 10 10 

Gullet r•dius R 3 2 

For circular sawblades with carbide tipped teeth. the peripheral speed 
is limited and the maximum cutting speed must not exceed to 80 m/sec. 

The cutting speed (v) depends on the diameter of th·- sawblade (D) and 
the number of rotations per minute (n). 

v= Drtn Cm/sec) 
60000 

v = cutting speed m/sec 
D ~ diameter of sawhlade 

n number of rotations (rpm) 
,.. = 3.14 

For example. when D = 400 mm. and n = 2750 rpm 

v= 400x3, 14x3000 =6 7. Sm/sec. 
60000 , 

The elements of a circular sawblade and its teeth are shown in Fig. 4. 

• 



(a) Circular sawblade 
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(c) KV type of teeth 
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(b~ NV type of teeth 

(d) Carbide tipped circular 
sawblade suitable for 

panel sizing operations 

Fig. 4: Elements of a circular sawblade. 

When ordering sawblades for a panel sizing saw, a producer's catalogue 
should be used and the following data must be specified: 

Type of sawblade (HSS or TCT) 
Diameter (D) mm 
Size of bore (d) mm 
Kerf ( B) mm 
Number of teeth "Z" 
Material to be cut (plywood, melamine faced panels, etc.) 
RPM (rotations per minute) 
Rate of feed (m/min.) 
Mechanical or manual feeding. 

The catalogue identification numbers of a selected tool are useful 
information which can avoid a wrong shipment 
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4. Panel sizin& operations. 

Before starting any production work. the oper.'.ltor must check that 
everything has been prepared. He should: 

(i) Check documents (panel sizing list and panel s1z1ng diagram). and. in 
the case that everything is not precisely defined. the request for 
completion of documents. 

(ii) Check the ma :erial brought to be cut (dimensions. thickness. quality 
and quantity). If it is not as requested, report this to ::l 
supervisor. 

(iii) Check whether the sawblades are correctly sharpened and set. vo not 
start working with defective tools because it is dangerous for the 
operator and harmful for the machine an~ ~he material. The sawblade 
must be parallel with the rip fence and. in the perpendicular position. 
to the crosscut fence on a sliding cable. The steering wheels must be 
t:ghtened after adjustment. 

After ensuring that the machine is properly set and the material is 
appropriate, the operator can start panel sizing operation by turning 
on the tool driving motor and positioning panels on the sliding table. 
Sawing, both lengthwise and crosswise, is done in accordance with the 
panel sizing diagram. If the edges of the panel are damaged, they must 
be positioned in such a way that the damaged edges are part of the 
unavoidable waste. In the case of manual pushing of the sliding table 
two or three superimposed panels can be sawn at a time. To avoid 
slipping of the panels, they must be fixed or pressed by hand. The 
feeding rate must be adjusted to the power of the sawblade, without 
getting the sawblade stuck. 

At the beginning of the sawing operation, and from time to time, the 
operator must check precision of sawing (sizes and perpendicularity) 
and, if necessary. make adjustments. He and his assistant must control 
the number of pieces of each size already obtained dnd assure that it 
does not exceed the figure in th~ panel sizing list. 

In addition to these instructions. the recommendations for the 
maintenance, setting and operation. prescribed by the producer of the 
machine must be adhered to. 

(iv) Overall check of the machine watching electrical instruments. listening 
to sound and looking out for possible irregular vibrations and 
overheating. If there is any abnormality noticed the operator must 
stop the machine, report it to his supervisor and request the 
maintenance service. 

(v) Check if the machine is properly lubricated and if the "V-belts" are 
tight and h~ve the correct size. 

(vi) Check that all the protective devices (riving knife. top guard. etc.) 
are correctly fixed). 

(vii) If there is any unnecessary material or waste in the working area it 
must be taken away before starting work on the machine. 



The operator's most important dutv is to set the machine and i.-orking 
tools in accordance with the requirements of a particular operation_ Both 
circular sawblades (for scoring and sai.-ing) must be aligned in the same 
\·ertical plane_ The plates must be free of resin and properly tightened_ The 
h~ight of the scoring sawblade should be set so that its teeth sink about 3mm 
in the panel_ The heig~~ of the main saw must be set so tha~ the teeth should 
stick out of the cut h· about 15 mm_ 

To change th.: blades_ the sawguard ~hould be remo\·ed and the nut on the 
saw shaft loosened. turning the nut in the direction of the 5aw's rotation_ 

S_ Safetv measures 

The panel sizing n.achines are basically circular sai.-s_ Unfortunatelv. 
injuries occur \·ery often on such machines. :-: .. most common are injuries of 
the hands. though sometimes serious injuries o~ ~nternal organs and eves also 
occur. 

BC"sides general safety n.~asures. it is necessary to follow certain 
safety rules and work protection pertinent to the panel sizing machines: 

The machine should be checked to see that it is in good working 
condition. The saw opening slot in the work table must not exceed 10 
mm or a maximum of 3 mm on each side of the blade. 

The sawblade must be checked to ensure that it is properly maintained 
and sharp. The diameter of the blade must correspond to the thickness 
of the pack of panels to be sawn. 

The dust exhaust pipe must be checked to see that it is properly 
connected to the machine. 

The saw must be chec'..ed to make sure that it does not wobble when it 
rotates. lf it does. the sawblade should be rei:-laced ,..ith one ,..hich 
rotates without fluttering. 

ln the case of manual feeding. the machine must have a proper ri \"ing 
knife behind the sawblade, which should be adjusted both horizontallv 
and vertically (see fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5: Riving knife and top guard. 

-A 

Anything that could ':ause injuries or lessen producti\·itv must bE 
removed from the wcrking area. 

The operator must hold the panels firmly against the fence of the 
sliding table with his left hand and push the table 1o'ith his right 
hand. 

T~e electrical in$tallations on the machine must be fully isolatE:d and 
the machine must be properly grounded. 

No attempt should be made to stop the sa,.. by pressing against the- blade
a piece of wood or anything else. The sawblade must onlv be: changed 
once the saw stops to rotate. 

It is only during setting that parts of the machine- can be take:n off. 

Haste is very often the cause of injuries. ~ork should be: carrie:d out 
at a normal pace and the safety measures must be adhe:red to. 

6. or,anization of the workin• area. 

The purpnse of organizing the working area is to ortain. with a minimum 
effort, a high productivity, maximum safetv and a sati:,factorv qualitv. 
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The organizatio~ of the working area for a panel sizing machine consists 
of determining he position of the raw material (panels to be cut). parts 
already cut and waste with respect to the machine and the production flow. 

For a panel sizing circular saw with a sliding able, and 'lsswning 
internal transport with pal~ets and hydraulic hand lift trucks, the layout of 
the working area could be similar to the one shown in Fig. 6 . 

.-----------· ..... _Sf _ _. 
II Ii '.-------, 
-~ .... -.-.. 
u..JC[T 

Kev: 1. Panel s1z1ng circular saw. 
2. Panel to be cut. 
3. Cut-to-size parts. 
4. Container for offcuts. 

Fig. 6: Organization of the working area. 

The panels to be cut (2) should be brought close to the left hand of the 
operator and oriented in the direction of the first cut. The pallets for the 
cut-to-size furniture parts (3) should be placed behind the machine, on both 
sides of the assistant. 

The container for ~ffcuts (4) should be placed next to the supporting 
table so that both the operator and his assistant can push the offcuts in the 
container. 
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When the required quan~~~Y of a certain part is attained. the pallet 
with that part should be taken away to free the place for the next part to be 
produced. 

Proper illumination, air ~irculation. and an efficient e::traction of 
dust are part and parcel of a good organization of the working area. 

Furthermore. a small cabinet for tool~. production documents and 
measuring instruments should be placed next to the machine. 

The working area should be organized so as to minimize effo~ts and 
fatigue and to ensure safety. 
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AN~EX I 

TR.~INI~G PR<X;RAMME FOR FURNITURE AND JOl~ERY PRODUCTIO~ 

This training programme is designed to achieve the objecti\·es and 
outputs of the project entitled "StrengthP~ing the Technical and Managerial 
Capacities of the Carpentry Cooperatives in Muk.:..:. ..i and Seiyun" (project No. 
SM/PDY/87/005). 

After \·isiting all the production uni ts of t:hese Cooperati\·es. (the 
three units of the Coastal Strip Carpentry Cooperative and the four units of 
the Carpentry Cooperative, Seiyun). and after studying the present state of 
their production. it has been concluded that a thorough training of operators 
and managerial staff is a prerequisite for all improvement. Due to this 
conclusion. the training programme prepared and proposed hereunder is more 
comprehensive, and the training activities are more numerous than originally 
planned in the project document. It has been designed to ~eet the specific 
requirements of the cooperatives which are on the point of transitting from 
handicraft to industrial production. The topics for the training courses 
selected are: 

autSE TITLE OF COURSE DESIGNED FOR: 
tnlllilt. 

l. Product1on systems and types of Management sta!! o! the 
product1on ln the wood process1ng Cooperatives and the1r product1on 
lndustry. uni ts. 

2. Furn1ture products, class:flcation. Production Department staff 
standards, design and ccnstruction 

J. Jo1nery products. classification. Production Department sta!! 
standards. des1gn and construct1on 

4. Product development ln the secondary Sta!! o! the product1on and sales 
wood processir111. industry departments. 

5. Or11.mizat1on and plann1ng o! Production plann1ni; sta!!. 
product1on. 

6. Work ailoc.at.1on and control o! Produc ~io:o planning sta!!. 
product1on superv1~ors and foremen. 

- Pla11m111;. cost accounting. pricin11. Accountant~. :;.alesmen and •ta!! o! 
cost control .md opt1m1zat1on o! a the production department. 
1Jroduct l rne. 

e. Inver~t.orv control and purci>aH!ll( Pu:.chasrng un1t's sta!! and staff 
techni.·1ue~. ;;,! the production departmtnt 

c~ncern~d w1th mater1al plamun11. 

9 Bas.i. .... elemeut:. a! mark.etu1K MoJt1ar,ement. Sdle:i. and ~1:uJuct.1ou 

de.,.srtment staff 

10 Muder11 1nuu:.tt· lal product1011 Mana~.enal sta!! 
mdl~d~ement - --

ll. !11!urmat1011 dWJ document.at1on M.rnaKer ldl Sta!!. t,f.;IJ au(,.l m1cldle 
:.·1:.tem:::. 111 t.he "e:unclar'I wood mdua~ement o! the COOtJt.n;at1·:e$. 

iJ1 r;~ e.:.~ 1 UY, :.11Ju:=tt1·v 

12. P L111t l.wout Ztaf ! u! the µroduttlOt1 rJeµartmet1L 
and J.ll oduc t 1011 su~et·-·1•01:.. 



... ..:. 
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i3. 

2C. 

21. 

22. 

l3. 

21 •. 

25. 

26. 

23. 

29. 

30. 
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TITLE OF CXMaSE 

~acJ. a!!:.::.a~ej p::-cdu~!.s a::.l c~her 

CJ.d.~e::!a:s ·~se.i i:: :.he i:r.J:duc':.!.:r . ..;;f 
f~r:::. t'..l=e and. ..;.: :.::e:y 

Fane.:. :slz:.:i.,;. 

·~·eneer lng ar.iJ. ... a:cu.na~:.n,.; S\Jr !a.:.es 
anJ eJKes c! wood basej panel~-

Su:fa~e plan1r.g a:"i lh1cll.ness1ruo; c! 
components 

Mould1ns and rout1ng 

Sand1ni; an:! sC1rface fln1sl11ng. 

Prea~sembl1ni;. assemi:>l1ng and 
pdcir.a11rng. 

Mana~rni; of :-1ua:1 ly and quall l:• 
cor.tr.:il 

J1~s. lea:plates and f1xtures ln the 
s.econdary wood proc.es~1nfl, lnd-..str~:. 

Tool :ahar1-1en1nK. maintenance and 
managl.hJ.;. 

Int~rnal trdn:.~ort. re·.:e1vu1~ and 
~tora~e o! mdteri.al::i. dnJ sn1~p1r.~ J! 
IJrodut. t~. 

Sd!~t:; m1::d::i.u1·e~ 1H the ~econda:.·; 

wooJ ~roces.~111,,,, u1.:lu~t.t: i.e::. 

trm(J'Jdt.l.UB .ud <leveto.-neut 
t ed·t~HtUe:. awl methvc.J:.. 

DESIQIED FQlt: 

':'he te.:~:..:.~a: depd=t.me::t•s sta!!. 
su1=e:-·::.s.:: s. !.;:.e:ne:: a:1d :;~e::a!.-=~. 

... t!~ ':.e:.!-..:-• .;. :a:. ..ie;.::a:-:.a:e::':. • :s s ':.a!! 

a::..! re~~:e w,;:-&..:.:-~ :.:~ !.he !..:.mbe::
·;a:-J.. 

2:.-era:.~;s .::::! ~=~ss::..tt~~.g a~J 

:: l~t:=..r-..g :::a.:h.:.nes. an.:! !.~=~e:-.. ..... 
!.he wo::.:i :\.1!. -:..:.:-.g area . 

..:pe::at.):-S. .;;.!. pcL91.e: SlZl!".t;, :a:f.=..:~e:s 

a:":.d the:.: !.c.remen . 

.:perat.=:-s :~.:.::dtl.ng s· ... .:fa.:e~ d::J 
edges =! pa::e: !u.::r.1ture 
:.:cpvnen:.s. 

~erat~=~ o! surface 
planers ·Jcl~te.rs and thickness.er~ 
and ~he1:: foremen. 

Gperat.::::rs uf teno!!.:.:ig. :nc::t..;.s1r-..;;. 
an..i dr .:.::lng, m.achi.nes and :.hel.:. 
!creme:-.. 

Opera~;::.::s c! ::c~:.::hr..g ar.d rou:.1:~~ 

a:aohlne~ ar.d thelr !oreme~ •. 

·:Jperat.ar~ o! S't.r:.J1n.; .a.nj sur!a~e 
f1n1shln~ ma~h1nes anj the1r 
foremen 

Assetr.blers. pacir.aK~rs .a.nJ their 
!o.remen. 

Mdn.a~e:1dl sta!! at all lev~:s. 
!vremer.; and qua!•t.v c.ut~tx:~::t=:~ 

7;;o:. shd::;..ener~ anJ '°'~::s.ot•~ •:~ 

;;_h.aur,.e c ! :)tder lrt,.; too ls. 

Per:>on~ wwrk111~ ;.n !°)t_ora~t: anJ 
1nternal tran~pcrt ~~r~1:e~. 

f..;;.·eme:o did ::i.ut.ier·:;.~u:.:. lt• 

wurit~hotJ~. 

HdI~dt<,e 1 i al and tJl 1;...Ju .. t ~ '...J:1 

de5JLSrtrneut ~ta!! 
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Pl7RPOSE A.'tD METHOD OF TR..\l~l~~ 

Training of employees is an integral part ot production in modern 
industrial encerprises. Technical and technological developments offer new 
technical means and new production methods which make human work easier. safer 
and more producti\e. To be able to utilize such advancement. people working 
in industrv have to learn and to train in order to achieve ne• knowledge and 
skills necessary for handling modern equipment and processes. 

In developing countries. such training has decisive imporcance for the 
better utilization of new production techniques and for mastering ne• 
technological processes_ To avoid unnecessary mistakes and gain indispensable 
skills. training courses are the most suitable way. because. in a short time. 
people can learn the best way of performing their duties in production. 

The output of these training courses should be knowledge acquired by 
workers who will increase their abilities for effective production. To 
achieve this. the training method will rest on three stops as follows: 

1. The lecturer will explain a new method. 
2. The lecturer will demonstrate the new method. 
3. The trainee will perform the new method under the lecturer's 

supervision. 

Short manuals written in a simple language. understandable to the 
workers. will be prepared by lecturers for each course. translated into Arabic 
and distributed to the trainees. All graphs, tables and formulas will be 
adjusted to the level understandable to the people to be trained. 

Theoretical teaching will be conducted in a classroom and its duration 
will be adapted to the minimum of theory which has to be known for a certain 
job. This part of the training will be performed by the CTA. other experts 
in the project and by United Nations Volunteers assigned to the project. 

The practical part of the training will be organized at the work areas 
of the respective production operations. This part of the training will be 
carried out jointly by the experts and the UN Volunteers. The working area 
must be organized in a proper way. including the prepared production 
documents. tools. jigs. gauges. protective devices, pallets, materials and 
everything that is necessary for safe. productive and good quality work. The 
lectures should explain and show how to check a machine. tools, jigs. and in 
the case of wrong adjustment, how to correct them and how to prepare correctly 
all that is needed for the production operation. 

The lecturer will show the correct way vf performing the operation and 
supervise the performance of the trainees until he concludes that their work 
is fully acceptable ar.d that the quality of the products is satisfactory. The 
counterparts with higher skills and experience will also be engaged to train 
less qualified labourers and to supervise their practical work. 

Most of the training courses conducted for the Coastal Strip Carpentry 
Cooperative will be repeated for the Carpentry Cooperative in Seiyun. while 
in some cases the trainees from Seiyun will be invited to come to Mukalla. 
Persons from the production units outside of Mukalla and Seiyun will be 
travel! ing to these two places. Some of the practical training could and 
should be carried out in the satellit~ units by he UN volunteers. 
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SELECTION Of TRAI~EES 

Trainees •ill be selected bv the counterpart. according to their job .. 
and to the topics of the training programme. Besides workers who will 
directly p~rform particular product ion operations. all other people concerned 
with certain aspects of the production. such as: foremen. supervisors. 
management staff. maintenance personnel. etc. can be included in the training. 
The list of trainees is an integral part of the training programme and it 
determines the number of copies of the training manuals to be prepared and 
distributed for each course. 

TIMING OF TRAINING COURSES 

The training courses will be prepared and conducted mostly during the 
experts' missions. and those to be conducted by the volunteers will be 
scheduled in between those missions. The priority should be given to the 
courses which are a prerequisite for the better understanding of other topics. 

The timetable of all courses is a part of this programme. though the 
exact schedule can be changed depending on the timing of the future missions 
by the experts. 

Some of the courses are intentionally foreseen for the last mission. 
hoping that by that time the workshops will be the missing equipment. which 
is indispensable for a proper training of the operators. 

SYLLABI OF COURSES 

This programme contains syllabi of all courses planned to be conducted 
during the project execution. The courses are broken down into topics. and. 
for each topic, the training duration. both theoretical and practical. and the 
level of competence to be reached are given. 

The selection of topics and the required level of competence is aimed 
to reach a minimum knowledge needed for successful manufacturing of furniture 
and joinery products in a medium-scale factory. 

Each course has its number and topics are subdivided into a decimal 
classification following the numbers of the courses. 

Once all the training courses are completed the training mat2rial can 
be compiled into a printed handbook to be used throughout the country. 
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ANNEX II 

SYLLABUS OF THE COURSE ON PANEL SIZING 
(course No. 16 in Annex I) 

This course is foreseen for the operators of panel sizing machines. 

!RAINING T:HE 
=h-.;:..o.~si 

STAGE !OP I CS LEVE:.. OF C:tiFETE!iCE r:: EE 
THE.:- PRAC- l\EAC!iED 

;:.: ::~E 

16-l Int.roduct.1on u.25 ur..:;ust.andu·.g t.he purpose o! 
t.be course. 

-

16-2 '>uing lists. panel sawl.ng a. 5c .. Sung able to understand a 
schemes and optimal ~ut.t.uig lut and s1ung 
ut1l1zation o! boards. scheme and t.o produce ;;iart.s 

1n eccordance to these 
document.s. 

16-3 Panel S!Zltlg saws. - ~" l Being able to operat.e panel 
SlZirl!I saws. 

16-.:. Characteri.st1::s o! sawblades 0.25 -. Know1ng t.he appropriat.e 
for panel sizing saws. sawblade paramet.ers !or 

sawing wood-based panels and 
lam1nat.ed boards. 

16-5 Panel. SlZltlfl operat:ons. 0.5 l Being able t.o per!crm panel 
sizing op~rat1ons in 
accordance w1th the 
production do:1111:ents. 

16-6 .Sa!ety measures. G.25 C. SG Bein11; !atc.1l1ar with safet:1 
mea5u.res. 

16-~ Organ1Zitlfl the working area. 0.25 a. so Seing abi:.e to i:>rgaraze the 
working a;ea !er sa!e and 
comfortable work. 

T:JTAL 2. 5 3 




